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ABSTRACT

Calculation of diffusion lengths of thermal neutrons in lead-water

and aluminium water lattices in direction parallel to the rods are performed

using one group diffusion equation together with Shevelev transport

correction. The formalism is then applied to two practical cases, the Kawasaki

(Hitachi) and the Douglas point (Candu)reactor lattices. Our resultB are

in good agreement with the observed values.
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The neutron diffusion length problem in heterogeneous media concerning

the evolution in space of a distribution incident upon the face of what is

essentially an infinite half-space of moderator has generated considerable

interest from the earliest days of reactor science . In real situations

one encounters the problem of the homogenization of a heterogeneous medium

keeping in mind that the heterogeneity produces a. directional dependence of
2)

the diffusion length . Essentially one sets out to determine the averaged

nuclear constants for the heterogeneous medium in terms of which one can

express, at least approximately, the flux distribution in the actual

heterogeneous medium as a flux distribution in an appropriate homogeneous

medium. Thus in the homogenization of the lattice of a heterogeneous

reactor, the fuel elements and the moderator are replaced for the purposes

of calculation by an effective homogeneous medium. The theoretical problems

involved in the calculation of various design parameters become rather

complicated when a lattice arrangement for the fuel elements is to be

employed. In general two types of lattice arrangements are used for most

purposes, the rod type and the plate. Our present calculation Involves rod

type lattices since these are rather common in practice and are thus of

much practical significance.

II. MATHEMATICAL FORMALISM

The one group diffusion equation can be written as

, -V-[D(?) V*(?) + 1 (?) *{?}]= Sir) ,
(1)

where D is the duffislon coefficient related to the current density J

through the equation

J = -DV4 * (a)

£a Is the microscopic absorption cross-section, S is the source term and
• tike neutron flux.

We res t r ic t ourselves to an Infinite l a t t i ce containing rods of one
material embedded in a second medium. From Eq.{l) one can then get for the
fluxes in regions 1 and 2:
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(3)

Continuity and conservation of the flux at appropriate boundaries and the

continuity of the current finally give In terms of Bessel functions

(Appendix)

v being the decay constant. I.e. the inverse diffusion lengthj m, and m*

quantities related to decay constants K 1 and *:„ In the tvo different

media through equation

2
ml

2 _ 2
(5)

Treating v as a parameter (and remembering the limits from Eq.(5)) we plot

the function c(v) from which one can find the value of the decay constant

satisfying condition C(v) = 1 in the curve for specific assemblies determined

through the dimensions a, the radius of the rod and b - d//VJ d being

the lattice pitch.

Next we go on to apply the transport correction to the rod assembly

following Shevelev's suggestion for slab lattices. We devise an equivalent

slab lattice corresponding to the cylindrical one so that they conserve the

volume. Finally we get for the transport corrected parallel diffusion length

Ln L 8 (1-1
(6)

being the value of the uncorrected length corresponding to the value of

paths of the neutrons in media 1 and 2, t the thickness and d the
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the dimension of equivalent square slabs, while f is the function of the

optical thickness at the slabs as defined.ty Shevelev .

The expression derived above is not applicable to multiplying systems

which comprise of almost all practical reactor lattices, in such systems,

the decay constant in the fuel region is larger than the decay constant

in the moderator region ( i .e . K > K } implying physically that fuel region

contains fissile material having large absorption eross-sections. The

analogous expression for the decay constant in the direction parallel to

the rods in heterogeneous multiplying systems is also worked out and is

given by

C'(v) =

(7)

Before going into the detailed calculations it is instructive to look at the

limiting behaviour of the decay constant, as the rod diameter tends to zero.

For 3mall values of the arguement, the Bessel functions take very simple

shapes so that one gets

+ (b2 - a2) E,

+ D 2 (b
2 - a2)

(8)

This gives the same limiting behaviour as the non-multiplying case and the

limiting value agrees with the limiting result derived by Shevelev for

slab lattices, thus providing a check on our calculation.

III . RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

P a r a l l e l d i f fusion lengths of thermal neutrons have been ca lcu la ted

for lfi d i f f e ren t configurat ions of non-multiplying as wel l as mul t ip ly ing

rod type assemblies . Results for the various conf igurat ions in lead-water

system are shown in the f igure which shows t h a t our correc ted values a re

in exce l l en t agreement with the observed values . Resul ts obtained for

aluminium water l a t t i c e s and two p r a c t i c a l l a t t i c e s , e .g . the Kavasaki

(Hitachi) and the Douglas point ( Candu) r eac to r l a t t i c e s a re shown in
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Table I- KeBulta indicate that th.e agreement with observed values is

reasonably good for the practical lattices as well as the two configurations

in aluminium water lattices

The Hitachi reactor employs a simple fuel configuration with 10)6

enriched UOp cylindrical rods as fuel element. The calculation of the

relevant cross-sections is simple in this case. The form of the fuel

elements in Candu is rather complicated in that each fuel element consists

of 19 rods of natural uranium in the form of sintered UO . Thus the cal-
2

culation of the relevant cross-sections is a bit Involved. First calculations

were performed by assuming a lumped fuel element and later on results were

Improved by dividing the fuel element in 19 unit cells and performing the

calculations for each unit cell and then finally the value of the decay

constant in the fuel region was obtained by volume average over the whole

region. The moderator used In both reactor assemblies is heavy water. It
that

is interesting to note>our transport correction factor is quite signlfcant

in most cases except in particular for the case of the Candu reactor. This

is an expected result and Is also a confirmation of the fact that the

diffusion theory is a good approximation of the transport theory in regions

which are large compared to mean free path of neutrons and the Candu reactor

studied here has, in fact, a very large assembly.

In conclusion we would like to say that our method has a very simple

physical approach and is computationally much simpler than other sophisticated
6)

methods, e.g. integral transport method and Sn method . Sn method

involves the replacement of the angular Integration numerical quadrature which

can be tedious, extremely time-consuming for cases where the fluxes are not

smooth. The integral transport method involves the solution of a matrix

eigenvalue equation where each element contains a double Integral. As has

been shown, the accuracy achieved In our simple approach Is rather good and

suggests that the Shevelev prescription Is a general transport correction

scheme rather than for slab type lattices only, as was Indicated in previous

calculations, implying that these results depend more on the volume elements

of the media'in the lattice configuration rather than on the details of their

geomet ry
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APPENDIX

The fluxes in the two different media are:

•i(r) * A i J o W r )

(A.I)

We apply the boundary conditions

(1) ••, r=a *2 r=

J l U a " J
2|r=a

(A.2)

Condition (l) gives

Al J0 C ml a )

Condition (2) gives, using J = -D

(A.3)

(A.U)

vhile the third condition gives

(A.5)

From (A.5) we get

(A.6)
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Multiplying Eq..(A.3) by D ^

we get

J^n^a) and Eg.. (A.!*) by J0(m.,a) *°d subtracting

Table I

Parallel diffusion lengths

0

(A.7)

Using the value of A_ from (A.6) and after some algebra, ve finally get

"I1"! = 1 .

(A.8)

Assembly

Aluminium]
Water f
Lattice J

Hitachi

Candu

Rod
diameter

cm

1-5

1.5

O.U

1..O85

Lattice
spacing

cm

1.9

2.1*

2.1*

22.86

Observed
Talue

cm

It.91

3.9*

l.!*2

11.96

Calculated value

Diffusion
theory

cm

10.85

8.38

1.60

11.70

Transport
corrected

cm

5.19

k.65

1.1*1

11.69
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